Short manual for DRAGON

This manual contains only the basic information. In case of any doubt or for advanced settings, please see detailed
manual.

How to start
Check the SIM card that you want to insert into the device:
- if it is active with sufficient credit
- if there is CLIP service activated (if it can recognise the incoming call)
- if it is possible to send text messages from it
- if there is PIN code protection disabled
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Insert the SIM card: Turn the device upside down. Gently turn the buttom cover to the left and take it out. Before
inserting the SIM card, jumper can´t be put on and power adapter can´t be connected. If these conditions are
fulfilled, open the SIM card holder and insert the SIM card (watch the inclined corner), close the holder. Put the
jumper on. Put the buttom cover on and turn it gently to the right till the cover suits its right position. Then
connect the power adapter.
Switching on: Press the button (on the top) for 3 seconds, till you hear a double beep. When you release the
button, both red and green LED lights start flashing. After appx. 30 seconds red LED light stops flashing, only
green LED flashes once for 4 seconds. (If battery is being charged, red LED light shines as well). Mini Alarm is
ready to be used.
Switching off: Press the button for 5 seconds, till you hear a double beep. Both LED lights go off. If you are
charging the battery, red LED light shines in switched off status as well. After full recharge of battery, red LED
light goes off.

How to set up
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Setting up telephone numbers: Press the button twice (red and green LED lights start flashing alternately and
device beeps once per second). Then call on telephone number of Mini Alarm from the telephone number which
you want to add to address book of the device (it means on which telephone number you want DRAGON to
send the messages and calls). CLIR service (not showing your telephone number) has to be disabled on the
SIM card from which you are calling. Device ends the call automatically and if the number was added
successfully or already exists in the address book, you will hear a double beep. For adding another telephone
number, you have to run this mode again (by pressing the button twice).
Advanced settings: Through a text message, see detailed m anual. Manufacturer recommends to change at least
the password.

Alarm mode
Arming = motion detector activation. You will start and end it by a short pressing of the button. If motion detector
is active, but it doesn´t register a movement, Mini Alarm beeps in second intervals, when you are moving Mini
Alarm signalls the movement by permanent beeping. While you are moving, sensor doesn´t allow to arm, but
from the moment when you stop moving (e.g. you leave the room), Mini Alarm starts to arm and beeps once per
second. The last 5 seconds of leaving time are signalled by quick beeping. DRAGON is ready for surveillance.
WARNING! Before leaving the monitored room, check if all windows and doors are closed, all electric
appliances are switched off and no person or animal is left in the room. False alarm can be caused also by
starting air condition or heating.
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Disarming = motion detector disactivation. You can disarm by calling on telephone number of Mini Alarm (before
entering the monitored room) – after Mini Alarm refuses the call you can enter the room. Mini Alarm gets
disarmed only if it receives a call from one of the numbers defined in Mini Alarm´s address book, unknown calls
are refused.
Intrusion: If an unauthorized person enters the protected room, Mini Alarm sends a text message and calls on all
telephone numbers defined in the address book. (If you pick up this call, you can hear what is going on in the
room.) Device doesn´t signal anything by LED lights or buzzer to avoid attention of the intruder. After informing
about the alarm, Mini Alarm keeps arm ed status and sends the next alarm text message and calls after 15
minutes.
Control through text messages possible in this mode, see detailed manual.

Tapping mode
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In disarmed status: If you call on telephone number of Mini Alarm, you can hear what is going on in the
protected room. Tapping time is unlimited. The permission for tapping has only the person with telephone
number defined in the address book of Mini Alarm.
By an event: You can tap also when Mini Alarm calls you in case of alarm or emergency call (PANIC mode) by
picking up the call from Mini Alarm. Tapping by alarm is automatically ended after 5 minutes, but you can
change this parametre (see detailed manual).

For PANIC mode see detailed manual.

